Customization
Boat design, like all technology, evolves,
and boats should evolve with it.
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We have learned a great deal about boat and equipment design over my lifetime. Not only
have newer materials allowed boats to get lighter and faster while also getting stronger, systems and
gear have taken giant leaps forward.

All cruisers, especially compact ones, benefit from features like interior steering and control stations, efficiently
run lines and placement of deck fittings, comfortable seating, reinforced spars (in this case with mast struts) and
updated rig details, among other things. No design is fixed in stone. Pretty much any boat can be modified
substantially or tweaked to meet your desires.

Shorthanded offshore racing,
beginning primarily with the OSTAR in
1960 and since expanding into numerous
trans-ocean and circumnavigating events,
has never been shackled by complex
handicap formulas that have warped boat
shapes beyond functionality. In contrast,
adventure races have, in my view, led the
way, not only in encouraging faster but
also more seakindly boat forms but also
by developing a wide variety of systems
and equipment that have quickly flowed
down to the public at large. Adventure
Reinforcing mast struts and watch keeping hatches, solid
racers recognize that taking care of the
dodgers, or pilot houses have been refit to many older boats.
crew, making sure it is safe and well
rested, is itself a performance advantage.
Innovations from wind vane self-steering gear, efficient autopilots, self-tailing winches, roller furlers,
and sheet stoppers to centralized control stations, double rudders, watertight bulkheads, and water
ballast have made boats, particularly large ones, much easier to handle, more reliable, and safer while
also improving performance through enhancing both equipment and crew effectiveness.
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Performance itself is not usually looked at as a safety feature, but it has been shown time and
again to give the crew vital tactical options not available to slower craft. Speed routinely allows
skippers to bypass or escape the worst weather or handle dangerous seas more effectively.
Watertight bulkheads, damage-control systems have furthered safety even more, as have streamlined
pilot houses and watch-keeping hatches that allow the crew to stay rested, warm, and out of the reach
of dangerous seas.

Often, modifications appear out of place or just clumsy. As with this new solid dodger on a Cross 40 trimaran, we
try hard to make modifications not only practical but also looking at home with the original design.

Interior arrangements, too,
have changed, expanding space and
introducing new and improved
systems and detailing. Not all new is
an improvement. I find it rather
perplexing why some designers and
builders try so hard to make boats
into condos that they forget about the
practical demands of the sea. Berths
and seating idealized for the marina
often just don’t work on a boat
heeled over and frolicking in waves.
Huge expanses of interior are
wonderful, but if lacking adequate
This solid dodger features removable forward panels for ventilation
handholds, they can become in port and benign conditions, plus large overhead deadlights to
dangerous.
allow superb visibility of the sails and sky. It incorporates existing
elements of the former soft dodger and frame.
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For more than four decades, we have followed closely the evolution of design and equipment
and written about it for the yachting press worldwide. More importantly, we have used its results in
the real world on a wide variety of boats while sailing shorthanded, as many cruisers do. This
rounded approach helps us sort out the workable from the fanciful and the theoretical from the real.
Routinely, we’ve created modifications to existing boats built both to our own designs and others’,
from more effective stowage and fiddle rails to proper lee canvases and damage-control systems. On
deck, we have re-organized the plethora of running rigging normal to a modern, efficient sailing
machine, logically ganging together without tangles or excess friction lines, stoppers, clutches and
self-tailing winches. Bowsprits, boomkins, light-air sails on rollers, and many other details can deliver
knots of extra speed. We have created secure, protected solid dodgers, or canopy-hatches from
which to control the boat. In addition, we can help you sort out the most effective safety equipment
and how to house it so it is ready and easily reached in case of an emergency.
Any boat can be modified to improve its performance, accommodation, and/or safety. If you
find anything on your boat difficult to do or annoying, or if you would like your boat to accomplish
things it currently cannot, or if you’ve found features on other boats you would love to see on your
own, consider how we might help you.

Ultimately, modifications have few limits. For one builder, we designed several new
superstructure and accommodation configurations for several existing fishing-boat hulls to give
the builder a new line of boats at minimal cost.
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